Training Packages
for
Contact Centers

Experts for your company's development
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Part 1:
NAOS Marketing
A.

Who are we?

NAOS Marketing is an Egypt-based company
founded in 2007 by Nadine Barbier, a French
Marketing expert. It started as a small in-house
contact center supporting a marketing
consulting firm.
In 15 years, NAOS Marketing strengthened its
core activity and became a recognized expert in
Customer Experience with a team of 1,500
professionals in Cairo and Barcelona.
NAOS Marketing diversified its offering of
services, among the few companies in the
Middle East able to deliver:

24/7 Contact Center Services
Digital & Marketing Services
HR Management Services, including
training, recruitment, insourcing, and
payroll management)
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B.

Our Goals

Act on every leverage to develop the
performance of your company.
Together, we imagine a company where the staff members
are fully committed to customer acquisition. Customer
satisfaction and loyalty are the core element of their jobs.
All our training pieces are oriented to acquire new skill-sets,
knowledge, and new attitudes.
After attending NAOS Marketing training, you will find out
that trainees have adopted new attitudes, behaviors, and
spirits.

C.

Our Strategy

Any training should bring a return on
investment - quantitative or qualitative - for
your company
TRAINING should not be an isolated topic or a target. On the
contrary, we align any training solution with the company
strategy, policy, and objectives already set by management.
Spending on training should not be viewed as a must-do to
keep a good conscience, but rather as a short-, mediumand long-term investment.

Key Success Factor nº 1:

Evaluate your needs together

Objectives: Set your goals, needs, stakes, context, as well as your
sales and marketing strategies (acquisition, loyalty,
turnover/margin improvement), allowing behavior changes.

Methods: Meetings and interviews with management with
operational actors.

Results: A better understanding of your company objectives
allows us to build a consistent training plan that the
management fully supports.
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Key Success Factor nº 2:

Training according to the trainees’ schedule

Key Success Factor nº 4:

Prolong training's efficiency with follow-ups

Objective: Through role-plays, simulations, case studies, acquire

Objectives: Avoid going back to routine once back in the

Methods: Build different scenarios with the group, use video

Methods: Drafting guides and operational tools, setting up face-

new skills, knowledge, and behaviors.

audio for debriefing, wrap-up by the trainer, setting-up a progress
contract by each trainee.

Results: You will notice a quicker and more efficient acquisition of
the new skills, building a direct link between theory and practice.

company and losing the messages given during training sessions.
to-face or remote follow-ups (coaching, refreshment session)

Results: The new skills are sustainably acquired, including new
automatism, which guarantees the ROI on training.

Key Success Factor nº 3:

Team building to stimulate exchanges
between trainees

Objectives: Capitalize on diversity and richness of trainees’

carriers to foster exchanges between participants, identify
trainees’ best practices, and harmonize attitudes and behaviors.

Methods: Always refer to trainees’ on-the-job difficulties; they
participate in workshops, duo partnerships, brainstorming.

Results: Training sessions are rich, lively, and captivating, allowing
a natural acquisition of new skills, knowledge, and attitudes. The
training group becomes a real team.
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Part 2:
Our Training Offer
A. Align the contact center Management
and Strategy with your company's
objectives
CC#1 Manage, monitor, and improve quality
in a contact center

CC#2 Manage and motivate a contact center
team

CC#3 Foster empowerment: coaching agents
within the contact center

CC#4 Manage contact center agents or a
team with KPIs

CC#5 Manage a contact center
CC#6 Manage the transition from call center
to contact center

CC#7 Improve customer satisfaction
Trainings for Contact Centers. Part 2: Our Training Offer
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CC#1

Manage, Monitor and Improve
Quality in a Contact Center

Training objectives:

Understand how to get optimal quality in a contact
center
Be able to detect errors in terms of quality and ensure
they are not repeated anymore

Duration:
1 day

Language:

English, French, Arabic

Public:

Contact Centre Agents, Team Leaders, Monitoring and
Quality teams

Trainings in
Contact Center
Management &
Strategy

Training content:
Goals and benefits of quality in a contact centre
Cost of not measuring quality
Setting-up Quality (department, personnel, training…)
Choosing and analysing KPIs (2 levels: Critical & noncritical)
Adapting the level of KPIs to the SLA
Main errors in terms of quality
Tools for the Quality department
Reporting for the Quality department
On-going training for the quality department
Tips to improve quality in a contact centre

Training benefits:

Motivated teams with a significant lower turnover and
improved results
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CC#2

Manage and Motivate
Call Center Teams

Training objectives:

Training content:

Obtain a motivated team that deliver better and
more in a consistent manner and produce better
results within a healthy environment
Discover some motivation tools
Establish a motivation' events calendar

Leadership in a contact center environment
Team motivation and sales events
Motivation by bonus vs. recognition
Games and animations
Preparation of a motivation activity calendar
How to deal with totally demotivated agents

Duration:
2 days

Language:

English, French, Arabic

Trainings in
Contact Center
Management &
Strategy

Public:

Team Leaders, Supervisors, Floor Managers

Training benefits:

Motivated teams with a significant lower turnover and
improved results
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CC#3

Foster Empowerment &
Coaching Agents

Training objectives:

Help management to assist agents through coaching
Coach efficiently for durable improved results

Duration:
1 day

Language:

English, French, Arabic

Training content:
Benefits of efficient coaching
Coaching challenges
Coaching according to a set schedule with a step-bystep approach
Coaching on issues linked to the phone activity
Coaching for other reasons (attitude…)
Coaching action plan
Coaching follow-up

Trainings in
Contact Center
Management &
Strategy

Public:

Team Leaders, Supervisors, Floor Managers

Training benefits:

Agents more competent and more motivated, hence
delivering better qualitative and quantitative results
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CC#4

Managing Agents or a Team
with KPIs

Training objectives:

Understand the metrics that matters
Align them with corporate goals
Take into account the multichannel interactions with
customers
Improve long-lasting quality and efficiency
Deliver a better Customer Experience

Duration:
2 days

Language:

English, French, Arabic

Public:

Team Leaders, Supervisors, Floor Managers

Training benefits:

Better performing and more efficient teams

Trainings in
Contact Center
Management &
Strategy

Training content:
The 5 domains of a contact centre (strategy, process,
HR, facilities, technology)
Supervision and leadership
Leader vs. manager
Power games of agents and supervisors
Optimization of the organization of a contact center
The right agent in the right place and mission
Agents’ training
Agents’ motivation
How to measure performance
Choice of appropriate KPIs and level
Contribution KPIs
Customer delight metrics
Business intelligence metrics
Deming wheel (plan, do, check, act)
Monitoring
Coaching in case of non-reaching of objectives
Customer satisfaction evaluation
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CC#5

Manage a
Contact Center

Training objectives:

Training content:

Reach a cohesive relationship between Contact
Center Managers, TL and teams
Maintain motivation within the team whilst facing
day-to-day challenges

Duration:
1 day

Language:

English, French,

Trainings in
Contact Center
Management &
Strategy

Public:

Team Leaders, Supervisors, Floor Managers, Contact Centre
Managers

Key elements of a contact center (strategy, process,
HR, facilities, technology)
The challenges of managing agents (team cohesion,
floor life, improvement of agents’ retention and
attrition improvements)
Ensuring long-term success factors while managing
daily issues
The challenges of managing team leaders,
supervisors (Time Management, Coaching,
Motivation, Training to one-to-one meetings, Rating
performance, Redefining objectives, Recognition,
Conflict Management...)
Choosing the most effective management style
Choosing the most appropriate KPIs for the activities
(inbound vs. outbound...)
Customer satisfaction and experience feedback
Cascading figures and results to the team.

Training benefits:

A performing contact centre in terms of customer
satisfaction as well as healthy and durable financial results.
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CC#6

Manage the transition from
call center to contact center

Training objectives:

Training content:

Understand the differences between call center and
contact centre
Understand the new strategies and technologies to
activate to become a contact center
Succeed in the transition

Duration:
1 day

Language:

English, French,

Trainings in
Contact Center
Management &
Strategy

Public:

Team Leaders, Supervisors, Floor Managers,

Training benefits:

More satisfied, delighted customers resulting in more loyal
clients

Differences between call centre and contact centre,
Stakes of a contact centre,
Integration:
e-mail,
chat,
click to call or web call back,
SMS,
mobile,
phone,
internet,
mail...
Quality Improvement Strategy:
by managing digital channels in an optimal way
by improving self-service
by following up the Omni channel customer
experience
Technological tools of the transformation,
Cascading figures and results to the team.
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CC#7

Improve
Customer Satisfaction

Training objectives:

Understand your customers
Align customers needs with the requested changes in
agents' behaviour
Identify the main “satisfiers” and main “dis-satisfiers”
factors within your internal staff
Understand the links between agent satisfaction and
customer satisfaction
Spot the improvements leading to an enhanced
customer experience and coach the teams to
implement and lead the changes

Duration:
1 day

Language:

English, French,

Trainings in
Contact Center
Management &
Strategy

Public:

Supervisors, Floor Managers, Managers of call centre of 10 to
500 staff members

Training content:
Key elements of a contact center (strategy, process,
HR, facilities, technology)
The challenges of managing agents (team cohesion,
floor life, improvement of agents’ retention and
attrition improvements)
Ensuring long-term success factors while managing
daily issues
The challenges of managing team leaders,
supervisors (Time Management, Coaching,
Motivation, Training to one-to-one meetings, Rating
performance, Redefining objectives, Recognition,
Conflict Management...)
Choosing the most effective management style
Choosing the most appropriate KPIs for the activities
(inbound vs. outbound...)
Customer satisfaction and experience feedback
Cascading figures and results to the team
Net Promoter Score.

Training benefits:

Keep customers in today’s economy is paramount to most
companies. Surveys are useful to monitor levels of satisfaction, and
to coordinate improvement initiatives with other areas.
Trainings for Contact Centers. Part 2: Our Training Offer
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Part 2:
Our Training Offer
B. Make your Contact Center Operations
more efficient
CC#8 Phone etiquette – dos and don’ts
CC#9 Soft skills on the phone
CC#10 Deal with demanding customers
CC#11 Respond to objections
CC#12 Handle customers’ claims
CC#13 Sell and up-sell over the phone (inbound
& outbound)
CC#14 Identify leads & schedule appointments
CC#15 Set up mystery-calls campaigns
CC#16 Surveys and questionnaires within a
contact center environment
CC#17 Win-back customers
CC#18 Improve Customer Experience over the
phone
CC#19 Manage your Social Media profiles
Trainings for Contact Centers. Part 2: Our Training Offer
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CC#8

Phone Etiquette:
Dos and Don’ts

Training objectives:

Understand the communication triggers
Speak with a correct way and manners
Understand what a good behaviour over the phone is:
What to say and what not to say
Use effective call greeting
Project the company’s image in a good way
Practice good phone techniques and manners
Use effective approach to handle difficult contacts
Handle special phone tasks as transfers, message, call
back, interruptions…
Manage stress during calls

Duration:
1 day

Trainings in
Contact Center
Operations

Training content:
Being professional
Define appropriate behaviour within the contact
centre (e.g. attitude...)
Create a mental P.I.C.T.U.R.E.
Time adherence (e.g. lateness, absences)
Code of conduct (attitude, performance (KPIs),
reasons for being fired or handing-in resignation)
Dress Code
Critical and non-critical errors
Performance KPIs
5 main reasons of not respecting etiquette

Language:

English, French, Arabic

Public:

Trainer, Contact centres agents, Team Leaders

Training benefits:

Agent know how to behave, his/her rights and duties. The
etiquette helps to make the workplace a happy, stress-free
environment avoiding negative confrontation
Trainings for Contact Centers. Part 2: Our Training Offer
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CC#9

Soft skills
in a Contact Center

Training objectives:
Know how to communicate efficiently with clients/
prospects by phone (outbound or inbound calls), by
emails, by Social Media / mobile Apps moderation

Duration:
1 day
Language:
English, French, Arabic
Public:
Contact centres agents, Team Leaders, quality team and
monitors

Training content:

Trainings in
Contact Center
Operations

3 elements that make a call a success
Service: analyse customers’ needs and expectations
Communication: Listen and ask the most appropriate
questions at the right time, know the different steps
of the conversation, identify communication barriers
and prejudices, learn how to welcome objections.
Managing customer: How to communicate
effectively facing different types. How to adapt the
speech to each type. How to manage difficult
customers according to their types: Troublesome,
insulting, foul-mouthed…
Specificities of communication through other means
than phone (email, web call back, chat, sms, courier,
internet, phone, social media)
Quality in the contact center: Critical or non-critical
errors, performance…

Training benefits:
Each agent knows exactly how to behave, his/her rights and
duties and the job is done in the best way. The etiquette
helps to make the workplace a happy, stress-free
environment avoiding negative confrontation
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CC#10

Deal With
Difficult Customers

Training objectives:

Training content:

Learn that you cannot change the customers, you can
only change the way you communicate with them
Master the tools to deal with difficult customers over
the phone
Shield yourself to avoid being personally affected by
such calls

Duration:
1 day

Trainings in
Call Center
Operations

14 different types of difficult callers: How to identify &
recognize them
General rules of handling customers and difficult
customers
The different ways to handle each of the difficult type
of callers
Role plays to identify each type
Role plays for dealing with difficult customers

Language:

English, French, Arabic

Public:

Contact centres agents, Team Leaders

Training benefits:

To be ready to face and deal with such difficult situations
over the phone and be ready to handle them in the best
way. Claims solved in the best way is a good tool for getting
customers loyal
Trainings for Contact Centers. Part 2: Our Training Offer
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CC#11

Respond to Objections Over
The Phone
Training content:

Training objectives:

Learn to handle any type of objections correctly
Deal with an objection and convert it into an
advantage

Duration:
1 day

Language:

Trainings in
Contact Center
Operations

Do not fear objections, on the contrary, look for them
and welcome them
Reasons behind objections
8 recommendations to deal with objections
steps in the way to deal with objections: Empathy,
Treatment, Validation
8 techniques of dealing with objections
Carrying-on after an objection
Role-plays

English, French, Arabic

Public:

Contact centres agents, Team Leaders

Training benefits:

To be ready to transform an objection in an advantage to
close a sale
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CC#12

Handle Customer
Claims

Training objectives:

Develop customer relationship & sales staff to
manage claims efficiently
Learn how to secure a claiming customer by fostering
self-control
Transform a conflictual relationship into solutions
benefiting all parties

Duration:
1 day

Language:

English, French, Arabic

Public:

Trainings in
Contact Center
Operations

Training content:
Identifying any type of claims
Active listening, Attention, Politeness
Claims analysis
Comfort and value the customer
Practicing the art of questioning
Searching for a common ground based on customer’s
need to reach win-win situation (solving attitude)
Building a winning position, take precise and
concrete engagements (and do them!)
Closing the proposal (e.g. Style, Vocabulary,
Personalization...)
Follow-up to ensure issues are solved permanently
Reporting the most common incidents and escalate
to management team in order to improve quality

Contact centres agents, Team Leaders

Training benefits:

A customer satisfied after a claim is more loyal than any
other
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CC#13

Sell and Upsell Over The
Phone (In & Outbound)

Training objectives:

Develop relationship & sales capacities to manage
claims efficiently
Learn how to secure a claiming customer by fostering
self-control
Transform a conflictual relationship into solutions
benefiting all parties

Duration:
1 day

Language:

English, French, Arabic

Public:

Contact centres agents, Team Leaders, Floor Managers

Trainings in
Contact Center
Operations

Training content:

Sales on inbound and outbound calls
Attitude over the phone within the sales cycle
Mastering phone communication techniques
Preparation of phone communication: organize
databases, open CRM, establish interview guide, know
the customer history and context, determine the
objectives to reach per client, understand your share
of wallet for each client, adapt the message and
present solution or proposal
Metod of the 3 YES
Structure phone interview: contact, discover, know,
convince, close and manage the information in the
system
Prospects and clients follow up: organize the followup and integrate phone prospection into the sales
process.

Training benefits:

A win-win situation for client and company
Effective sales relationship guaranteeing turnover
and margin for the company.
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CC#14

Identify leads & schedule
appointments

Training objectives:

Succeed in setting an appointment based on the 3 «
YES » method
Give value to the image of the company

Duration:
1 day

Language:

Trainings in
Contact Center
Operations

English, French, Arabic

Training content:

The main difficulties of appointment setting is to get
to the right person without even knowing his/her
name, and most importantly, manage to get past the
receptionist, secretary or the assistant
Contact (presentation, pretext, authorization...)
Confirm (validated introduction)
Convince (advantages, benefits)
Cooperate (propose date& time of appointment)
Close & Conclude (validate the date & time of the
appointment)
Consolidate (Effective conclusion and follow-up)
Follow up just before appointment and checking
presence

Public:

Team Leaders, Supervisors, Floor Managers and Officebased Sales People

Training benefits:

Be able to cope with all types of respondants
Be able to convince to get names or phone numbers
Be able to set an appointment
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CC#15

Set up mystery calls
campaigns

Training objectives:

Pre-empt potential problem areas before they impact
on customers
Get a true image of how your staff treat customers
and what they say about your business
Get all the material to train your teams

Duration:
1 day

Language:

English, French, Arabic

Public:

Contact centres Agents, Team Leaders, Floor Managers…

Training benefits:

Trainings in
Contact Center
Operations

Training content:

Recognizing your need for custom program design
and implementation
Identify your optimal customer experience and
journey
Identify and resolve specific issues that affect your
customer satisfaction levels and overall profitability
24/7 Availability across All Time Zones
Through all channels of communication
Issues to be tackle before implementing the
campaign:
Audit to check that standards are at the best level
Questionnaire to be completed by mystery shoppers
Typical customer interactions to check and cover the
most common and different call types Active
listening, Attention, Politeness
Never do it by your agents
All the dos and don’ts of a mystery shopping
campaign

Find and repair customer service inconsistences
Identify areas of opportunity
Cost effectiveness, proven reliability
Increase customer satisfaction and retention
Trainings for Contact Centers. Part 2: Our Training Offer
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CC#16

Surveys and Questionnaires
Within a Contact Center

Training objectives:

Training content:

Prepare the teams to conduct a survey in rules
Optimize the use of surveys with questionnaires in
the contact center

Duration:
1 day

Language:

Trainings in
Contact Center
Operations

Design the objectives of the survey and specify goals
Keep it short and simple
Implement the survey on your computer systems
Do not miss the important training session
Make a pilot with agents
Evaluate the results

English, French, Arabic

Public:

Team Leaders, Supervisors, Floor Managers and Officebased Sales People

Training benefits:

Be able to conduct surveys with contact center
agents
Give all tips to succeed
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CC#17

Win Back Customers
in a Contact Center

Training objectives:

Training content:

Transform lost customers into loyal customers
Re-engage lapsed customers who show signs they
aren't interested in your brand anymore

Caring about lost customers
Segment or better individualize your lost customers
by categories
Customer win-back strategy by segment
Inform customers of loyalty and retention
programmes
Scripts for winning back customers

Duration:
1 day

Language:

Trainings in
Contact Center
Operations

English, French, Arabic

Public:

Team Leaders, Supervisors, Floor Managers and Officebased Sales People

Training benefits:

Be able to get back lost customers
Get these customers loyal
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CC#18

Improve the
Customer Experience

Training objectives:

Training content:

Know all the steps of customer experience
Re-engage lapsed customers who show signs they
aren't interested in your brand anymore

Listening to the Customers.
Limit to minimum On-Hold times during calls
Nobody likes being put on hold during calls
Have an efficient call flow management. Call centres
get a lot of calls
Train and succeed to have happy calling agents
Proper CEM integration
Use NPS to validate the improvement

Duration:
1 day

Language:

Trainings in
Call Center
Operations

English, French, Arabic

Public:

Team Leaders, Supervisors, Floor Managers and Officebased Sales People but also groups of agents

Training benefits:

Valued customers => loyal
Satisfied customers => ambassadors
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CC#19

Manage your
Social Media profiles

Training objectives:

Know the steps to handle and enhance audience’s
engagement on different Social Media platforms
Build sustainable community around the brand
Use the audience’s engagement to develop relevant
content

Duration:
3 days

Language:

Training content:

Best Practices & Learnings on Social Media
How to build your Brand Equity
Knowing Brands’ products/services tone of voice
Knowing the target audience
How to implement an effective social listening
How to develop FAQ document
How to induct different types of social media reports

Trainings in
Contact Center
Operations

English, Arabic

Public:

Team leaders, moderators, product specialists and
managers, account managers

Training benefits:

Valued customers => loyal
Satisfied customers => ambassadors

Trainings for Contact Centers. Part 2: Our Training Offer
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Part 2:
Our Training Offer
C. Train your contact center Human
Resources to fully support the operations
CC#20 HR Manager's role and responsibilities
CC#21 Recruit high-quality agents
CC#22 Train the Trainers in a contact center

environment

Trainings for Contact Centers. Part 2: Our Training Offer
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CC#20

Specificities of a HR
Manager in a Contact Center

Training objectives:

Understand the different roles of a HR manager within the
contact centre

Duration:
1 day

Training content:
Oversee Talent:

Best profiles to handle high volume: Sourcing,
advertising, recruiting, interviewing, hiring and onboarding new agents, negotiating wages and
preparing payroll
Turnover: Improve employee retention and incentive
programs

Monitor Workforce:
Language:

English, French, Arabic

Trainings in
Contact Center
Support
Functions

Public:

HR staff, HR managers joining the contact centre

Training benefits:

Understand the crucial roles of an HR manager in a
contact centre

Monitoring absenteeism rate
Advising supervisors on the best way
Analysing individual vacation allowance and sickness
Enable staff to handle the workflow
Continually review schedules to adhere to production
requirement

Appraise Performance:

Define clear job descriptions that detail the required
competencies and behaviours
Define career paths for the staff and set
responsibilities for each level
Set criteria for internal promotions and salary raise

Advise supervisors on how to conduct appraisals, give
feedback, handle difficult conversations about poor
performance and potential terminations or dismissal.
Trainings for Contact Centers. Part 2: Our Training Offer
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CC#21

Recruit the Best Agents in a
Contact Center
Training content:
Identify and profile existing best contact center agents

Training objectives:

Reduce turnover and keep it as low as possible
Raise productivity
Lower absenteeism

Core competencies
Personality traits
Skills set
Demographics

Recruitment strategy –recruitment communications plan

Duration:
2 days

Language:

English, French, Arabic

Public:

HR managers, HR recruiters

Training benefits:

Have more motivated agents
Reduced turnover and improve profitability

Trainings in
Contact Center
Support
Functions

Create a recruitment strategy
Create a recruitment communications plan
identifying and targeting job seekers matching with
agent success profile criteria
Sourcing and screening of candidates

Assessment and testing

Testing IQ, English or language levels
Testing personality
Testing qualities for inbound or outbound call centre
Testing specific skills as keyboarding, spelling,
software literacy according to type of mission

Face-to-face interviews (Individual and/or Group Interview)
Full detail of the package (e.g. work environment, mission,
financial package and benefits)
References validation
Signing the contract
On-boarding and shadowing by experienced agents
Trainings for Contact Centers. Part 2: Our Training Offer
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CC#22

Train the Trainer in a
Contact Center

Training objectives:

Help trainers to adhere to a well-thought and
bespoke Training Plan
Assist trainers in creating new training curricula
Deliver interactive and inspiring training sessions to
motivate the contact center staff
Participate in reaching contact centre performance
and excellence
Assess training results by trainees

Duration:
2 days

Language:

Trainings in
Contact Center
Support
Functions

English, French, Arabic

Public:

Call Centre Trainers, Call Centre Personnel, Team Leaders,
Training Department Managers, Coaching Staff

Training content:

Mastering the procedural steps required to prepare a
successful training session
Elaborate training plan
Create new curricula, with syllabus, bibliography,
assessment…
Maintaining training room control whilst encouraging
feedback, trainees’ participation, role-plays and group
activities
Practice how to ensure trainees to stay involved and
willing to contribute
Handling problematic participants and the best ways
to minimize their disruptive tendencies
Maintaining a balanced approach to individual
assessment which collates quantitative and
qualitative results fairly
Create and analyze assessments of trainees’
satisfaction

Training benefits:

Have efficient trainers adapted for specific needs of
contact centre
Improving staff retention
Trainings for Contact Centers. Part 2: Our Training Offer
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Contact
Are you interested in specific training, or do you
require an evaluation of your Training needs?
Please contact:
Mr. Sadek Magdy
International Business Development
Senior Manager
sadek@naos-marketing.com
bizdev@naos-marketing.com
(+20) 12 7374 4003

Thank you
Trainings for Contact Centers. Thank you
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